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Lameness scoring systems for cattle in dairy farms

T. Penev*

Department of Applied Ecology and Animal Hygiene, Faculty of Agricultural, Trakia University, 6000 Stara Zagora, Bulgaria

Abstract. Dairy cow locomotion and its correct interpretation are extremely important for assessment of normal locomotion and lameness. In the literature, 
cattle lameness is often described as deviation from the normal locomotion due to pain or discomfort in the region of feet and hooves. A major part of the existing 
locomotion scoring systems are based upon identification of changes in normal locomotion, but sometimes, the interpretation of these changes is difficult when 
described in the best possible way.  The existing risk related to the correct evaluation predetermines the development of scoring systems for clinical lameness. 
Many systems are used to score the locomotion of both healthy and diseased cows. The natural stance of cows could also mislead researchers and farmers 
during the evaluation. Pathological deviations in the region of feet and hooves are not always related to visible alterations in cows' behaviour. Very often, hoof 
pathology without clinical manifestation could be observed. The intensive mechanisation of cattle husbandry and the reduced contact between animals and 
men further contribute to the increased incidence of wrong evaluation and flaws in cattle lameness recognition, especially in the early stages. This fact has 
encouraged attempts for creating accurate practical locomotion scoring systems that could assist in detection of all deviations from normal locomotion in dairy 
cows. 
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this pain could influence the locomotion. High locomotion scores Effect of pain upon cows' locomotion 
(severe lameness) and low sensitivity of hooves to pressure and 
respectively, low scores and sensitive hooves (negative and positive 

The freedom of movement of animals without limitations is false reactions) were established. This could be interpreted in a 
extremely important for their comfort. This is one of the "five number of ways, yet some of the results after pressure (nociception 
freedoms" of dairy cattle included in Welfare standards for dairy testing) of hooves and movement of hooves were not related to pain. 
cattle (RSPCA, 1997). According to Mitev (2011) hoof diseases are The correct interpretation of cows' behavior during locomotion and 
among the most important for cattle welfare due to the pain they the use of clinical signs of this behavior to establish an accurate and 
cause to animals. Pain and the efforts to reduce it alter the behaviour objective system that represents health status of legs and hoofs are 
of dairy cows. Regardless of the evidences for the role of pain in extremely interesting. On this occasion in time has been developed 
behavioural patterns, more investigations on cattle locomotion are significant number of locomotion scoring systems in dairy cattle. 
needed. Dairy cows suffer from numerous hoof diseases, sole Despite all that in literature there is still no consentient consensus 
haemorrhages, digital dermatitis, hoof horn erosion, white line and establishment of one system. The purpose of this article is to 
disease, and interdigital necrobacillosis, but the extent of pain describe all published systems till now as well as the evaluation 
inflicted by those diseases is not yet established. In some studies, criteria. In addition of locomotion scoring systems are described 
substantial changes in the locomotion of cows with sole ulcers have some new methods to determine deviation in cows locomotion and 
been observed, while they were absent in other lesions (Flower et establishment of a unitary standard in locomotion scoring in dairy 
al., 2005; Flower and Weary, 2006). According to these authors, sole cows to be established. 
haemorrhages are less painful. It is highly probably that used 
locomotion parameters are effective in detecting higher magnitude 
of pain or that the accumulation of haemorrhages is hidden. This 

Some aspects in locomotion of lame dairy cows  implies to understand the occult mechanisms for clinical 
manifestation of pain during locomotion. The need for additional 

Before reviewing the scoring systems, some details of cows' examination of cows with specific foot and hoof diseases to evaluate 
locomotion which are unnatural and could indicate lameness should pain and its effect on locomotion is exceptionally high (Flower et al., 
be considered (Whay, 1999; O'Callaghan, 2002). According to 2008). The role of painful conditions in animals for development of 
authors, they could be summarized as followed: head nodding when increased susceptibility to other sources of pain is proved. This state 
moving – becomes more marked in forelimb lameness; straight or is termed hyperalgesia. Whay et al. (1998) provided evidence that 
arched back – the kyphosis in cows is often due to pain in the region cows with hoof problems developed a high degree of hyperalgesia 
of feet; shortening or lengthening of strides – hindlimbs are usually against other diseases. In the belief of the authors, this study 
placed in the site where the forelimbs have left; hindlimb abduction confirmed the substantial role of hoof diseases and the pain related 
or adduction – the similarity among hind- and forelimbs is monitored; to them. Some researchers (Dyer et al., 2007) have tested the pain 
easy and smooth movement; willingness to walk; alignment of both after applying pressure to the cows' hoof and determined whether 
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tuber coxae when moving – the coxal tuber of the healthy limb is 
often lowered when the affected limb bears the weight; the way the 
cow places feet on the ground – whether she attempts to step on the 
entire hoof or with part of the hoof only; visible lameness is detected 

tenderness; 3.0 – slight lameness, without affecting the behaviour of 
the cow; 3.5 – obvious lameness, difficult turning, without 
significantly affecting the behaviour; 4.0 – obvious lameness, difficult 
turning, the behaviour is affected; 4.5 – difficulty in rising, walking, 

– the affected limb is described the behaviour is affected; 5.0 – extreme difficulty in rising, difficult 
In fact, there are multiple factors that should be considered by a walking, adverse effect on the behaviour. 

scoring system, but in the view of Whay (1999) the description of It is accepted that scores 3 and higher are indicative of clinical 
some unusual traits is more valuable when assessing a cow. lameness. According to Whay (1999), this system is useful for 

identification of early signs of discomfort, preceding lameness, and 
that the score 3.5 indicates changes in the gait before clinical 
lameness is observed.Subjective methods of locomotion and lameness 

In accordance with Manson and Leaver (1988а) Wells et al. assessment in cows 
(1993) have developed a 5-point lameness scoring system: 0 – 
without locomotion changes - no gait abnormalities are observed, These methods are often used to evaluate the locomotion of 
the animals do not refuse walking; 1 – moderate gait abnormality – cows and indirectly, to assess hoof and foot health. All locomotion 
slight deviation from normal gait during walk, including slight scoring systems using subjective methods are based upon the 
intermittent asymmetry (bilateral or four lateral limitation of free evaluation of an observer, but depending on the format of score 
walking); 2 – obvious gait abnormality – marked asymmetry at walk presentation, they are divided into 2 large groups: numerical rating 
or symmetrical but unusual gait. Cows are moving without additional scale (NRS) and visual analogue scale and (VAS) systems. Some 
stimuli; 3 – severe gait abnormality – marked asymmetry at walk or NRS systems, e.g. that of Manson and Leaver (1988) interpret 
difficult, but still symmetrical gait; 4 – in ability to walk (to rise) – cows several behavioural traits and often, their simultaneous 
lie down. interpretation is difficult for the researcher. Most validated scoring 

Similarly to the system of Manson and Leaver (1988а), another systems interpret one or two indicators of cow's behaviour, as, for 
5-score system classifies lameness on the basis of the altered instance, the system of Sprecher et al. (1997). It describes the back 
behaviour of cows.posture in standing or moving cows, looking for the presence or lack 

System of Tranter and Morris (1991): 0 – without locomotion of kyphosis. This simplified method of research is probably the 
deviations; 1 – hardly perceptible lameness; 2 – mild lameness; 3 – cause for the broad use of the system in practice. VAS systems are 
obvious lameness; 4 – non weight bearing with the affected limb. The initially developed for evaluation of locomotion of people (Scott and 
factors determining the exact score are the head movement, the Huskisson, 1976). They evaluate the patient's gait not with 
degree of limb abduction or adduction and stride length variations.numerical scores, but on a horizontal line, marked with "completely 

Whay et al. (1997) use a system created to evaluate the sound" and "could not be more lame" at both ends. Later, this system 
locomotion of chickens, but which is considerably more simplified was modified by Welsh et al. (1993) for assessment of lameness in 
than the system of Manson and Leaver (1988а). The five degrees animals.
represent the existence of gradually progressing clinical lameness: The attempts to illustrate lameness in cows and abnormal 
1 – healthy cows; 2 – slightly imperfect gait; 3 – moderate lameness; locomotion have resulted in development of substantial number of 
4 – obvious lameness; 5 – severe lameness; 6 – lameness obvious lameness scoring systems (Manson and Leaver, 1988a; Tranter and 
even in standing position at rest. According to Whay (1999) this Morris, 1991; Wells et al., 1993; Welsh et al., 1993; Whay et al., 
system is applicable for evaluation of the locomotion in cows with 1997; Sprecher et al., 1997; Winckler and Willen, 2001; Flower and 
uneven gait but not obviously lame. The most important problem in Weary, 2006; Gleeson et al., 2007). Many of existing systems 
the view of the author is that the criteria for assigning a specific score (Winckler and Willen, 2001; Haskell et al., 2006; Rajkondawar et al., 
are not described. Therefore, a cow is evaluated as "obviously lame" 2006) are modifications of preexisting ones, revised to be as 
or "severely lame" only depending on the opinion and the experience practically applicable as possible and to ensure an adequate 
of the researcher. description of cows' status. Despite the choice of a scoring system at 

Sprecher et al. (1997) developed a lameness scoring system to a farm, it should become a routine practice as locomotion and 
determine the impact of lameness on lowered reproduction. The lameness assessment should play an important role in early 
authors describe the posture of the back and the gait with scores diagnostics, treatment and prevention of lameness at a farm setting 
from 1 to 5: 1 – normal – cows are standing and walking with level-(Whay, 1999). 
back posture, the gait is normal; 2 – mild lameness– cows are Locomotion scoring system of Manson and Leaver (1988a). It is 
standing with level back posture, but the back is arched when based on observing the cow's locomotion on concrete surface and 
walking, the gait is normal; 3 – moderate lameness – the back is yields a score from 1 to 5 at 0.5 point intervals as follows: 1.0 – 
arched both when cows are standing or walking. The gait is affected, minimal abduction or adduction without uneven gait or tenderness; 
the strides with one or more limbs are shorter; 4 – obvious lameness 1.5 – slight abduction or adduction, without uneven gait or 
– the back is always arched, the gait could be characterized as slow tenderness; 2.0 – abduction or adduction, uneven gait, occasionally 
conscious strides. The cow favours one or more limbs; 5 – severe tenderness; 2.5 – presence of abduction or adduction, uneven gait, 
lameness – the cows is not able or strongly reluctant to bear weight 

Clinically

Healthy

Could not be

more lame  

X mm (degree assessed on the 100-mm line)

Figure 1. Visual analogue scale (VAS) for lameness evaluation (Welsh et al., 1993)
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with one or more limbs.     This system is rather subjective and the exact line length 
Systems without a precise scale for description of cattle corresponding to a specific degree of lameness could not be 

lameness also exist. They are primarily based on the experience and precisely determined. In our belief, the system could be useful only if 
the subjective evaluation of the observer (Welsh et al., 1993). The all assessments are made and interpreted by the same person.
authors develop the so-called visual analogue scale (VAS) for It is evidenced that the practical and theoretical training of the 
lameness evaluation (Figure 1). For this purpose, a 100-mm line is observer assessing the gait of cows is of significance for the 
drawn on a paper sheet, marked with "clinically healthy" on the left objective scoring. According to some investigations (Polderman et 
and "could not be more lame". On the line, the observed marked the al., 2001; Kristensen et al., 2006) the training of observers increased 
place where, according to his judgment, the cow should be placed. the accuracy of assessment and ensures its precision. There are 

Table 1. Lameness scoring system (by Gleeson et al., 2007)

Parameter Score Description

Back curvature

Speed 

Footprints

Position of the head

Abduction or adduction

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Flat during locomotion

Slight deviation from the horizontal plane only at stopping

Permanent deviation from the horizontal plane 

Obvious kyphosis

Arched back 

Normal

Lower than normal

Slow, slight hesitation or reluctance to bear weight

Very slow, with hesitation or reluctance to bear weight

Does not want or not able to move

Hind footprints match or are forward than front ones

Hind footprints are slightly away from front footprints

Hind toes reach front heels

Hind footprints are 30 cm behind the front ones

Hind footprints are more than 30 cm behind the front ones

Normal position at walking

Head nodding at walking

Noticeable vertical movement of the head at walking

Obvious vertical movement of the head at walking

The head almost touches the ground at walking

Hindlimbs are parallel to the vertical line 

Slight deviations from the vertical line

Slight C-shaped movement with hooves

Marked C-shaped to circular movements

Hooves perform a clear circle in the air between steps

statements contradicting the aforementioned, according to which willingness to move as indicator of lameness. The so called Obel 
observer's training has not a strong impact on cow's locomotion grades could be useful to determine the extent of lameness in some 
evaluation (Ford et al., 2000; van Tubergen et al., 2003; Leone et al., cows during physical examination and even to investigate laminitis 
2006) especially if observers have previous long-term experience in in cattle, as its etiology and pathogenesis is similar to equine 
cattle breeding (Thomsen et al., 2008). Anyhow, we rather agree laminitis. Some techniques used to assess lameness in horses 
with the thesis that each observed should undergo a previous could be adapted to cows. Such approach is the movement down on 
training and adaptation to the system, used in each particular study. a slope to identify a bilateral lameness (Whay, 1999). The movement 

Gleeson et al. (2007) created a system for evaluation of on a rough surface is another approach which could be potentially 
lameness taking into consideration five parameters of lameness on useful in cattle. 
a 5-point scale (Table 1). For improving objectivity using any locomotion scoring system, 

Some lameness evaluation systems were adapted from scoring the following conditions should be met (Ward, 1998): 1) Cows are 
systems for horses with laminitis. An example is the system of Obel best observed when leaving the milking parlour to return in stalls; 2) 
(1948) which uses the standing behaviour of the horses and its The observer should not disturb the cows when moving in their usual 
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environment; 3) Cows are best observed on an even and non- reliability of the evaluation. The experience, the existing 
slippery floor – concrete for instance; 4) Cows bearing marks on their expectations, the physical condition of the observer and the 
rumps could be quickly identified during evaluation. environment could predetermine the reliability of the result. 

Whay (1999) established these requirements and suggested According to Flower and Weary (2009), the most precise method is 
that the evaluation of the entire herd and the description of results to compare the gait of animals with foot and hoof disorders and the 
would significantly improve the information about changes in gait of sound animals. Investigations on the locomotion of cows with 
lameness grade and would ease the comparison with earlier farm identical hoof diseases showed large variations. Such variations 
records. The following recommendations are made: 1) To obtain may, for instance, range between 20% and 70% in sole ulcers (Whay 
information about the average prevalence of lameness in the farm, et al., 1997; van Eerdenburg et al., 2003; Flower and Weary, 2006).
the problem should be identified before seeking a solution; 2) To Nevertheless, subjective methods of assessment are suitable 
obtain information about the interaction between lameness grade for application in farm environment because they are performed 
and causes of lameness according to farm records. A strategy for quickly, do not require any equipment and could be used to assess a 
prevention of lameness should be developed especially addressing large number of animals. The experience of the observer is also 
the type of lesions prevailing in the farm; 3) To obtain information important. For most scoring systems, despite the clear instructions 
about the overall number of lame cows observed in the farm at a and evaluation criteria, the experience and the preliminary training of 
given time; 4) To establish the possible seasonal variations and the the observed could influence the final score. These facts warn about 
number of lame cows. The aim is to protect cows in high-risk periods; the relevance (validity) of subjective methods of evaluation that will 
5) Only one locomotion scoring system should be used over time. be discussed after presenting the subjective scoring systems  
The chosen or developed system should be easily implemented for 
evaluation of cows, repeatable and easy for description; 6) Cows 
should be evaluated when walking on the same surface all the time. 

Relevance of subjective methodsThe ideal surface is even, well lit, non-slippery, concrete or other 
suitable to identify impaired locomotion; 7) The evaluation should be 

The skills and experience of the researcher, as well as the preferable made by the same observer(s) all the time. The 
scoring system itself are essential for the relevance of the assessment of lameness is subjective and people have different 
evaluation. According to Hollenbeck (1978) the researcher could ideas about what a lame animal is. The variations in comparing a 
affect the results of the study in a number of different ways. First, current and a previous evaluation could be reduced if one observer 
there are numerous sources of errors occurring during the is used; 8) Nevertheless, the evaluation could be improved by 
evaluation (light, locomotion surface, researcher' position) or by training and the scores of different observers could be compared; 9) 
observer's expectations. The impact of the personal experience is The information about the lameness evaluation could be re-
perhaps the most significant. This is confirmed by the studies of Main readable. The ideas of Whay (1999) for evaluation of cows are near 
et al. (2000) who found out that the correlation between scores of to the modern concepts of quality management (QM). 
experienced and inexperienced observers could range between Cattle husbandry needs a locomotion scoring system which 
26% and 53%, compared to up to 94% between experienced could assess the locomotion of lame cows and, at the same time, to 
observers only. Brenninkmeyer et al. (2007) proved that the detect the behaviour and physical signs of pain due to lameness. 
correlation between scores of different observers increased when This is the reason we created an applied practical lameness scoring 
using a 5 point scoring system with gaining experience (Table 2). In system, adapted from those of Manson and Leaver (1988a) and 
this research, the authors established that each observer improved Sprecher et al. (1997) aiming at completing the existing ones with a 
his evaluation, but this was mainly dependent on personal quality. clear definition of each grade. Thus, practicians would be assisted in 
This could be easily avoided by recording the evaluation of each detection and prevention of cattle lameness in order to improve 
animal, allowing for a repeated examination of cow's behaviour cattle farm management.This system includes five degrees as 
(Flower and Weary, 2009).follows: 1 – healthy cows – the cows are standing and walking with 

The characteristics of scoring systems could also influence the straight back, the gait is normal without visible abduction or 
repeatability of evaluation. Some systems utilise rather general adduction of limbs; 2 – mild lameness – the cows are standing with 
terms to describe animals as "healthy", "with imperfect locomotion", straight back, exhibit a milk kyphosis at walking, with presence of 
"mildly lame", "moderately lame" or "severely lame". This could be abduction or adduction and sometimes obvious pain in the affected 
overcome by presenting a detailed description of cows' behaviour limb; 3 – moderate lameness – the back is arched both in standing or 
(Whay, 2002). One of the possible ways to assure a reliable walking. The gait is impaired, the cows make short strides with one 
assessment is the repeatability of scores of a given observer given or more limbs, with abduction/adduction due to pain in the affected 
for the same lameness grade on two different occasions. Studies limb; 4 – obvious lameness – the back is permanently arched. The 
performed so far have shown within-observer correlations from 72% behaviour of the cow is altered, with reluctance to move, difficult 
(Kestin et al., 1992) to 95% (Garner et al., 2002). walking, rising, lying down or turning; 5 – severe lameness – the cow 

Another method for reliability assessment is using independent could not or refuses to bear weight with one or more limbs. Extreme 
scores given by two observers. Winckler and Willen (2001) reported difficulty when rising or lying, often moves on three legs. Cows rise 
68% agreement of scores given by three observers. Most like horses do.
differences (30%) were issuing from the assessment of one 
parameter only and therefore, were not interpreted as omission or 
misestimation. Similar between-observer agreements were 

 Reliability of subjective evaluation reported by others – 84% (Manson 1986); 83% (Flower and Weary, 
2006). These data showed that the scores of observers could rarely 

The fact that the cow's locomotion assessment is based on the be completely identical. 
judgment of the researcher (observer) raises concerns about the The body condition score (BCS) is another factor to be 
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considered in cows (Mitev and Todorov, 1995; Mitev et al., 1998). It examination but nevertheless, should be used only as additional 
was shown that the incidence of hoof diseases was considerably information rather than creating a preliminary opinion in 
higher in cows with BCS > 4.5, as well as in those with BSC <2.5 researchers.
evaluated on a 5-point scale. This fact could be useful during The methods described here are very rarely based upon the 

1

2

3

4

5

Table 2. A numerical rating system for dairy cattle locomotion with five, four and two categories  (from Brenninkmeyer 
et al., 2007)

Gait
score

Five category description (originally from
Winckler and Willen, 2001)

Four category description
Two category
description

Normal gait Non-lame Non-lame

Uneven gait (stiff/very 
careful/swinging of legs around
the udder/swaying of trunk
and/or hindquarters)

Short striding gait with one limb 
(even if just noticeable)

Short striding gait with one limb
(even if just noticeable)

Lame

Short striding gait with more than
one limb or strong
reluctance to bear weight 
on one limb

Short striding gait with more than 
one limb or strong
reluctance to bear weight 
on one limb

Does not support on one limb 
or strong reluctance to
put weight on limb in two
or more limbs, holding a limb
up whenever possible

Does not support on one limb
or strong reluctance to
put weight on limb in two 
or more limbs, holding a limb
up whenever possible

average evaluation of animals' status, which includes the and acceleration of each marker (Peham et al., 2001). Kinetic and 
spontaneous assessment of many behavioural traits. In general, kinematic techniques have a practical application in lameness 
cows exhibit activities that are dynamic, but there is some specific assessment. Rajkondawar et al. (2002) have proposed the 
behaviour as the arched back (kyphosis) which is constantly seen in installation of systems for detection of the force applied by cows on 
lameness. The alternative is to assess the different behaviours the ground in order to identify cows with hoof diseases in a farm 
separately. Some of these traits could show a high agreement (91- setting. It is believed by Herlin and Drevemo (1997) that kinematics 
95%) whereas others – very low (62-75%) (Flower and Weary, could be used to determine the long-term effect of housing system 
2006). upon dairy cows' locomotion. 

According to the research of Flower and Weary (2006) the gait 
of a cow could be classified. They applied a new approach to the 
traditional lameness evaluation system by assessing the gait with Objective methods of locomotion and lameness 
specific traits, each of them scored individually into several degrees. assessment in cows
This, in the belief of the authors, resulted in a more detailed gait 
profiling. The used parameters were: back curvature (kyphosis), Objective methods are based upon trustworthy data provided 
head nodding, hoofprint tracking (hind vs front) flexion of joints, gait by technical means, i.e. the methods of kinetics and kinematics. 
asymmetry, refusal to move.Kinetics is a science exploring the forces related to the motion (Hall, 

Herlin and Drevemo (1994) achieved similar results with 1995). Usually, kinetic studies in animals investigate the force 
evaluating lameness in cows. They aimed to propose an objective, applied on hooves by force recording shoes. This way, both 
exact and repeatable method, distinguishing with time even small horizontal and vertical forces applied by hooves on the ground 
deviations not perceptible by the human eye. The purpose was during the locomotion of dairy cows are detected (Scott, 1988; Van 
achieved by a highly specific cinematographic analysis investigating der Tol et al., 2002). Kinematics investigates the changes in the body 
the movement of 17 cows and attempting to establish the effect of position under the forces of motion (Hall, 1995). Small spheres and 
management and rearing system on cows' locomotion. Despite the highly sensible sensors are attached on the skin at specific 
relatively small number of studied cows, the authors observed that anatomical locations to determine the velocity of animal locomotion. 
the different rearing systems influenced the locomotion of cows, The records are analysed by means of special software that is able 
especially the range of motion of some joints while moving. Flower et to reproduce digitally a series of movements. Obtained data are 
al. (2005) have also used cinematography in cows tofind out that used to calculate the linear and angular displacements, the velocity 
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studied parameters could be useful for differentiation of healthy overcome. The repeatability of results however needs further 
cows from those with sole ulcer. evaluation. For example, it is not clear how the lameness scoring 

Rajkondawar et al. (2006) tested another technology for system of Rajkondawar et al. (2006) relates to a single foot injury, 
detection of lame cows. Their system detected automatically lame when injuries affect more than one limb. Neveux et al. (2006) 
cows by means of vertical force components of each limb, i.e. they investigated the distribution of the weight among limbs in standing 
described how lame cows could be successfully identified by cows and found out that cows with high grade hoof injuries showed 
studying the load applied to each limb while walking. These large variations in weight distribution among limbs compared to 
parameters, according to the authors, could be utilized to calculate cows with healthy hooves. These results indicate that forces applied 
the number of steps made by each limb. This way, the researchers on hooves could be used both in moving or standing animals to 
investigated both locomotion and lesion scores to find out which detect lame cows. More investigations are needed to reveal the 
system was more efficient from practical point of view. Unlike the potential of these methods for detection of specific feet and hoof 
earlier described gait analysis, this type of automated lameness lesions. 
detection appears, in the view of the authors, promising. They also Objective kinematic measures were found to be reliable in sole 
suggested that the technological development of models would ulcers (Flower et al., 2005). In other studies, it was concluded that 
allow the fast and easy detection of lameness in cows and eliminate measures such as stride overlap, time spent standing on three 
the subjectivity of most existing scoring systems. hooves and motion velocity were more useful for detection of 

The only way to evaluate cattle lameness according to Ward differences when compared to basic kinematic measures as the 
(1998) is through assessing the distribution of the weight by the stride duration (Flower et al., 2006, 2007). Pastell and Kujala (2007) 
affected limb vs the other limbs. This idea was tested some years observed that measurements obtained during robotic milkings could 
later by Neveux et al. (2006) using a platform for determination of the be used in a system for hoof lesion detection and in locomotion and 
distribution of the body weight among the limbs in standing position lameness assessment in cows. In this study the authors succeeded 
of the cow. The distribution of the weight among remaining limbs in to identify 100% of cows with lameness. This would allow for a better 
the presence of discomfort or pain of one limb was determined. integration of objective data and for development of improved 
When the soft surface is replaced by uncomfortable concrete floor models for lameness detection in dairy cows. 
under one or two limbs, the cow places more weight on the limb 
placed on the soft flooring. It was concluded that cows spared a limb 
in a state of discomfort and redistributed the weight initially on the 

Conclusion contralateral limb, but the ability to redistribute weight from hindlimbs 
to forelimbs is limited. In cases when both hindlimbs were lame, no 

The changes in the behaviour of cows, the standing or walking redistribution of weight occurred. Nevertheless, the authors believed 
posture, the time spent lying should be taken into consideration that the implementation of this system in dairy farms was potentially 
when determining the status of the cow – whether it is lame or will useful for lameness treatment and prevention. This method needs 
soon become lame. Each farm should apply a routine programme for further development and validation to establish how body weight 
lameness assessment, which should be applicable to the specific distribution was related to existing hoof diseases (Neveux et al., 
conditions and problems of the farm. To achieve a positive effect, the 2006).  
data from the evaluation should be recorded to establish the status Mazrier et al. (2006) investigated the use of a pedometer 
at a given moment by identifying all occurring changes. The (utilized for oestrus detection in general) to identify lame cows 
lameness scoring system should be used to detect lame animals several days before lameness became clinically apparent. The 
and ideally, to detect animals with altered behaviour and gait before activity of each cow was recorded by a computer and by means of 
lameness becomes clinically apparent. Some management software, the number of cows whose activity declined by 5% or more 
programmes should be developed individually according to compared to the average of the preceding 10 days, was established. 
problems, events, circumstances in order to achieve the goals and The same animals were examined for clinical signs of lameness. 
respective parameters. Automated methods for detection of cattle Forty-five percent of lame cows decreased their activity by 5% or 
lameness are available in the practice (distribution of the weight more than the level recorder 7 to 10 days before lameness became 
among the limbs, pedometers) but an adjustment of terms, reliability obvious. In 92% of clinically lame cows, the activity was reduced by 
and practical applications in specific settings is still necessary. The more than 15%. It was then concluded that the pedometer was not 
development of a scoring system that will rely only on gait and able to detect 100% of lame animals, but that it was exceptionally 
behaviour indices would be useful, with more detailed scores, as useful for early detection of lameness progress in cows by strict 
alterations would be recorded at an earlier stage with maximum control of their activity. It should be however remembered that very 
benefit. We believe that our adapted lameness scoring system is low (Varlyakov et al., 2010b) as well as very high (Varlyakov et al., 
contributing in this regard. Yet, each system should identify which 2010a) ambient temperatures and the access of cows to walking 
gait and behaviour traits are applicable as components of the yards strongly influenced their activity level (Varlyakov and Tossev, 
scoring system, necessitating the investigation of the effect of hoof 1988; Varlyakov et al., 1995). Nevertheless, we hypothesize that the 
diseases on cows' locomotion.follow-up of the activity of cows by pedometers provides a positive 

trend in the detection of lameness in the herd.
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